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Personalizing Speech Recognition Based on User-entered Text
ABSTRACT
This disclosure describes techniques that, with user permission, use text data entered by a
user to improve automatic speech recognition. A pre-trained language model and a
personalization plan are applied to text entered by the user to build a personalized language
model. Using user-entered data for personalization advantageously personalizes the dictation
experience even for users who seldom use dictation. Using shallow fusion, a personalized
language model trained on user-permitted data is combined with an automatic speech recognition
(ASR) model. The combination can provide recognition performance superior to that of the
component models. Fusion with language models trained through federated learning, as
described herein, can improve dictation quality without requiring access to large amounts of
transcribed dictation data.
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BACKGROUND
On-device automatic speech recognizers (ASR) are trained on large amounts of matched
audio and text data that has been labeled by human raters. With user permission, various
techniques [1-3] can personalize the on-device ASR model using user permitted data such as
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location specific information, phone contacts, transcription corrections provided by the user, etc.
However, text entered by the user on their device is not currently used to personalize the ondevice ASR model.

Fig. 1: Unusual words are often mistranscribed
This results, as illustrated in Fig. 1, in unusual words, e.g., technical jargon, unusual
names or words (which may be common in a different language/culture, but not in the language
that the ASR model is trained for), etc. in sentences spoken by a user (102) being frequently
mistranscribed (104) by the ASR model. ASR models are commonly used for devices that
recognize speech input and can be implemented as part of a virtual assistant (106). In Fig. 1, the
words “Krishnaswamy” “Danaus plexippus” and “Dysprosium” are transcribed incorrectly, as
illustrated in red. Mistranscription occurs because most people, including the user, may have
never or only rarely spoken such words, and therefore, the ASR training corpus may omit such
words. It is however possible that the user has previously typed such words in one or more
applications.
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A language model (LM) is a type of machine learner, e.g., a neural network, that
determines the probability of word occurrence based on text examples. Language models can be
used to predict syllables, letters, words, or sentences (in general: tokens) based on previously
entered sequences. With user permission, language models can be trained using on-device text
typed by users, for example, using federated evaluation to effect personalization [7].
A hybrid autoregressive transducer (HAT) [4] provides a way to incorporate external
language models with an ASR model using a technique known as shallow fusion. This is done by
making changes to the architecture of the ASR model. These models are commonly referred to as
HAT ASR Models.
DESCRIPTION

Fig. 2: Personalizing speech recognition with text
This disclosure describes techniques, illustrated in Fig. 2, that, with user permission, use
text data entered by a user to improve automatic speech recognition. A pre-trained language
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model (202) is sent to each user device. Also sent is a personalization plan (206) that describes
how to personalize this language model on text typed (or dictated) by the user (204). Using userentered data for personalization advantageously improves the dictation experience even for users
who seldom use dictation.
An example personalization plan can be ‘train for 5 epochs with the stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) optimizer on data entered by the user before Sunday.’ This personalization plan
and the pre-trained language model are used to create a personalized language model (208) that
is trained, with user permission, on the user data. Using shallow fusion (212), the personalized
language model trained on user data is combined with the HAT ASR model (210). The two
models in combination (214) enable the use of text entered by the user to personalize ASR,
resulting in performance superior to that of the component models. Fusion with language models
trained through federated learning, as described herein, can improve dictation quality without
requiring access to large amounts of transcribed dictation data.

Fig. 3: A combined recognizer, comprising a personalized LM and a HAT ASR, can
correctly transcribe unusual or rarely spoken words or phrases
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Fig. 3 illustrates that the described combined recognizer comprising a personalized
language model and a HAT ASR can correctly transcribe unusual or rarely spoken words or
phrases, since it is augmented by such words as the user may have typed. For example, in
contrast to Fig. 1, the words “Krishnaswamy” “Danaus plexippus” and “Dysprosium” are
transcribed correctly, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4: An example implementation of personalizing ASR with text
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of personalizing ASR with user-entered (e.g., typed or
dictated) text. A pretrained language model (402a), a personalization strategy (402b), e.g., “train
for 5 epochs with SGD”, and acceptance criteria (402c), e.g., accept the personalized model if it
provides at least a 5% improvement over the pretrained model, are used to create a
personalization plan (404). The creation of the personalization plan can, for example, occur at a
server.
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The personalization plan is uploaded to a download hosting service (406a) from where it
is downloaded to the user’s phone. A trainer service (410) running on the user’s phone accepts
the downloaded personalization plan (408). With user permission, the trainer service uses the
personalization strategy to personalize the pretrained language model based on the user’s text
cache (412). The text cache includes data entered by the user across various applications and is
locally cached on the user’s device. The user can select which data is in the cache, e.g., exclude
data from certain applications, exclude specific phrases, or specify criteria for inclusion in the
cache.
If the acceptance criteria are met, the trainer produces a personalized language model
(414). A combined speech recognizer (418) uses the personalized language model and combines
it with, for example, an end-to-end ASR model (416) that is downloaded from a download
hosting service (406b) to produce transcriptions. The combining of the personalized language
model with the ASR model, also known as language-model fusion, is explained in greater detail
below.

Fig. 5: A schematic representation of an RNN-T model
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Fig. 5 illustrates a schematic representation of an RNN-Transducer (RNN-T) model [810]. The inputs (x) to the encoder include speech waveforms converted to log-mel features. The
outputs (y) are the transcript of each utterance in the inputs. The output probabilities are over the
alphabet (or vocabulary) of the language.
As explained earlier, the end-to-end (E2E) ASR model can be a hybrid autoregressive
transducer [4] (HAT) that improves on the RNN-transducer of Fig. 5. A HAT advantageously
enables better integration of an external language model compared to previous models such as
RNN-T. HAT models also enable measurement of the quality of the internal language model
inside the E2E model and subtract the predictions from the internal language model when using
the external language model. The fusion technique is known as shallow fusion and amounts to
interpolating the log probabilities from the LM and the E2E models as follows:
y* = argmax ( log p(y | yprev , x) − λ2log pILM(y | yprev) + λ1log p(y | yprev)),
where:
x is the speech waveform (converted to log-mel features as necessary);
y is the transcript of the utterance;
log p(y | yprev , x) is the log probability from the ASR model;
log pILM(y | yprev) is the log probability from the internal LM; and
log p(y | yprev) is the log probability from the personalized LM.

The described techniques can be used wherever ASR finds application, e.g., in
messaging, note-taking, dictation, mapping, videoconferencing, predictive-text virtual
keyboards, virtual assistants, etc.
Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided with controls allowing the user
to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs, or features described herein may
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enable the collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s entered data such as
typed text or dictation, profession, a user’s preferences, or a user’s current location), and if the
user is sent content or communications from a server. In addition, certain data may be treated in
one or more ways before it is stored or used so that personally identifiable information is
removed. For example, a user’s identity may be treated so that no personally identifiable
information can be determined for the user, or a user’s geographic location may be generalized
where location information is obtained (such as to a city, ZIP code, or state level) so that a
particular location of a user cannot be determined. Thus, the user may have control over what
information is collected about the user, how that information is used, and what information is
provided to the user.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques that, with user permission, use text data entered by a
user to improve automatic speech recognition. A pre-trained language model and a
personalization plan are applied to text entered by the user to build a personalized language
model. Using user-entered data for personalization advantageously personalizes the dictation
experience even for users who seldom use dictation. Using shallow fusion, a personalized
language model trained on user-permitted data is combined with an automatic speech recognition
(ASR) model. The combination can provide recognition performance superior to that of the
component models. Fusion with language models trained through federated learning, as
described herein, can improve dictation quality without requiring access to large amounts of
transcribed dictation data.
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